Minimum & Maximum Temperatures

- The LogTag® data logger thermometer allows users to review minimum and maximum temperatures for every day the data logger has been recording data, without having to download the data.
- The Min/Max functions of the LogTag® Data Logger reset automatically each night at midnight.
  - The Min/Max temperatures cannot be manually reset without downloading the data from the device.
- The “Review Mark” button is used to view Min & Max temperatures stored on the device:
  - The first time the “Review Mark” button is pressed, the device shows the maximum temperature for the unit from midnight through the current time.
  - The second time the “Review Mark” button is pressed; the device shows the current minimum temperature for the unit from midnight through the current time.
  - Continue pressing the “Review Mark” button to go backwards day-by-day to review the min and max temperatures for each previous day from midnight to midnight.
- When you read the current min and max temperatures on the device and record the temperatures on the VFC/WyVIP Temperature Logs, you should also review the min/max temperatures for the previous day.
  - By looking at the previous day, you will see if there were any out of range temperatures from the last temperature check the day before, through midnight when the data logger reset.
  - These temperatures do not need to be recorded on the Temperature Log; however, any out of range temperatures must be reported immediately.

To review the **Max** temperature:
- Press & release the “Review Mark” button.
  - The temperature that appears is the maximum temperature for the unit. Record this temperature on the Temperature Log.

To review the **Min** temperature:
- Press & release the “Review Mark” button again.
  - The temperature that appears in the minimum temperature for the unit. Record this temperature on the Temperature Log.

To review previous **Max & Min** temperatures:
- Continue pressing the “Review Mark” button to go backwards day-by-day.

To return to the **current** temperature:
- Press & release the “Start Clear Stop” button

Be sure to check out the other LogTag® Resources available at [www.immunizewyoming.com](http://www.immunizewyoming.com)!

Contact Kristy Westfall, Compliance Specialist with questions at: 307-777-6519 or [Kristy.westfall1@wyo.gov](mailto:Kristy.westfall1@wyo.gov).
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